Company Profile

The MYKITA HAUS in Berlin

ABOUT MYKITA

MYKITA takes an independent approach to eyewear design and production,
bringing together all departments under one roof to form the modern
manufactory. At the MYKITA HAUS in Berlin, the team guides the product
through every stage, from conception to the shop floor.
The driving force at the modern manufactory is the collective impulse
consistently to challenge the status quo. MYKITA strives to set new
standards in design and manufacturing with purposeful products that
combine handcraft and high technology.
The unmistakeable MYKITA aesthetic demonstrates integrity towards mate
rials and construction, as well as the individual artistry of the
craftsmen. The close relationship between design, research & development
and production cultivates a commitment to quality and a spirit of
innovation that is apparent in the eyewear collections.
Headed by founder Moritz Krueger, MYKITA is committed to a course at
once enterprising and authentic. In addition to its own shops in cities
across the globe, including Los Angeles, New York, Paris and Tokyo,
MYKITA is available at selected optical and fashion stores in over 100
countries.

MYKITA HAUS, Ritterstraße 9, Berlin
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MODERN MANUFACTORY

MYKITA established the term ‘modern manufactory’ to describe the multi
disciplinary approach of combining handcraft and high-technology
processes. In addition to the departments at MYKITA HAUS that see the
product through from concept to final quality control, the modern
manufactory incorporates external experts to form a self-contained
manufacturing network.
An inventive and independent nature is integral to the identity of the
company. From the outset, the novelty of the first product design
pushed MYKITA to establish in-house production facilities, developing
the machines and processes to suit its specialised needs. Driven by
the constant pursuit of technical betterment and simple curiosity,
MYKITA continues to look beyond the traditional confines of the eyewear
industry, seeking out new and relevant technologies from different
fields to incorporate into its system. Together with external partners,
who continue to incubate and develop their technology, MYKITA keeps
its operation at the forefront of technological innovation.

Stainless steel frame fronts in transport to quality control after PVD coating
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Top: Stainless steel frames are individually lacquered in a manual process
Bottom: MYKITA MYLON frame fronts in a pebble bath: a polishing stage in the multi-step surface treatment

The fine milling process of acetate frame fronts

MYKITA craftsmen shaping stainless steel frame fronts

Top: Milled acetate parts are measured in quality control
Bottom: Stainless steel temples in the vibratory polishing process

Stainless steel frame fronts are sandblasted to prepare for surface coating/lacquering

MODERN MANUFACTORY

The modern manufactory is the primary source of inspiration for MYKITA
design – each frame manifests the specialised knowledge that sets the
company apart. Ideas can be tested and implemented directly due to the
ready availability of specialist expertise. This technical capability
facilitates a culture of experimentation – an essential for progressive
product design.
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Members of the design team in the MYKITA studio

Eyewear prototypes, lens and shield samples in the MYKITA studio

Eyewear prototypes, lens and shield samples in the MYKITA studio

STORY

MYKITA was founded in Berlin in 2003. Our first premises were a former
children’s day care, called Kita in German. This inspired not only the
name My Kita, but also the culture of curiosity, learning and play that
persists to this day. Connected by our questioning of norms and conventions, we came together with the pure desire to build something of
our own. Starting out with a clear aesthetic vision, we swiftly discovered our readiness to do things ourselves. Creating an open-minded
work environment and a sense of integrity toward everything in and
around the product came intuitively.

Moritz Krueger, founder of MYKITA
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Eyewear assembly on the production floor

STORY

A creative company in Berlin in the early 2000s did require a different
mindset than it would have in London, Paris or New York – freedom from
the establishment fostered self-sufficiency. MYKITA started out in the
same independent and pioneering spirit that shaped our hometown. From
product to business, we have carved our own path. With no one to manufacture our original designs, the decision was made to set up the inhouse production. Developing our own tools and processes to meet design
requirements has since become a principle of how MYKITA operates and
one of our greatest assets.
The novel design concept of the first collection introduced frames
fashioned from ultra-thin stainless steel sheets. An openly displayed
spiral hinge replaced the conventionally used hinge systems. This mechanical solution became an incidental styling element, a hallmark of
MYKITA frames. We remain true to the fundamental design principle
represented by our original patented hinge: the technical solution
must also be an aesthetic one.
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The patented MYKITA spiral hinge undergoing measurement in quality control

STORY

Globally oriented from the outset, we made our debut in Tokyo, closely
followed by Paris, in 2004. The first MYKITA collection consisted of
thirty superlight stainless steel glasses. The innovative product design
and minimal branding immediately resonated with an international
audience. Back in Berlin, we had quickly to step up the production line
in order to supply the unexpected number of orders. Connecting with
a worldwide audience through our designs is a continual source of fulfilment and motivation. Official recognition regularly validates this
positive customer response. Over the years MYKITA has been honoured
with over 40 awards and formal distinctions in the field of product,
shop, and communication design, as well as material and technological
innovation, and business enterprise.
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The flat stainless steel frame front at the start of the manual process at the MYKITA HAUS

The MYKITA Shop in Copenhagen, Denmark

STORY

At its heart the modern manufactory is the combination of specialised
craftsmanship and adapted new technologies. Routinely going beyond
the traditional confines of the industry, we launched the first serially
produced eyewear collection made via 3D printing technology in 2011.
Named MYKITA MYLON, the material is distinguished by our proprietary
surface finishing treatment. Meanwhile, we formed longstanding collaborations with designers including Bernhard Willhelm, Damir Doma and
Maison Margiela. With avant-garde forms, sophisticated colour combinations and textures, MYKITA has become an established name in international fashion.
In 2014, MYKITA settled into a historic building in the heart of Berlin
Kreuzberg. Headed by founder and creative director Moritz Krueger,
the team at MYKITA HAUS and worldwide is a mix of people with diverse
cultural backgrounds and individual talents. Providing an environment
in which these capacities can thrive collectively drives our day-to-day
operations and ultimately the organic growth of the business.

Top: Parts and tools for crafting stainless steel frames
Bottom: The components of the final inspection and quality control before leaving the MYKITA HAUS
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Inside the courtyard at the MYKITA HAUS
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